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About This Game

Bunny Madness Anarchy is a fast-paced, competitive third person shooter. Build a team based on unique characters in order to
crush your enemies. Face against each other in the intense Natural Selection mode, join forces to defeat waves of feral enemies,
enraged by indoctrination in the Infected Madness Mode, dominate your competition by capturing points in Hostile Takeover,

or bring back enemy supplies to your base in Supply Run. Over stunning environment, unique level design and original
soundtrack you and your friends will immerse yourselves into a war-torn civilization of bipedal animals where the madness has

taken over.

Features:

-Game Modes
-Each game mode includes local and online capabilities.

Infected Madness: Play against waves of Feral enemies. Battle solo or connect with up to 3 friends to help you survive the
madness.

Natural Selection: Up to eight (8) players can enjoy this mode. Team composition is key to crush the opposing team.
Hostile Takeover: Capture three (3) different points around the map and dominate your opponents.

Supply Run: Infiltrate the enemy base to gather supplies and bring them back to your base.

-Characters
-Malice - is quick and a little mad. He eliminates his enemies with dual pistols which he compliments with a sonar pulse, so not

one them may be spared.
-Ramree - his shotgun packs a punch and when combined with his stun grenade it is a deadly pair.
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-Magnus -strong and focused he will annihilate you with his machine gun, flash grenade combination.
-Lucky - he will scope you out with his sniper rifle or blow you up with his landmine, there's no hiding from him.

-Alan - a veteran soldier with enough experience to eliminate any enemy with his assault rifle and grenade.

Each character has a species based combat mechanic. Unique stats based on damage, speed and health recovery, depending on
the which character is chosen.

-Stages
All stages are playable in all game modes:

-The TSB Factory
-Training Station
-Alternate Reality
-Burrow City Hall
-Snow Wasteland

-Sequoia Forest Dam
-Downtown

-Original Soundtrack and SFX
 A fusion of live instruments and digital effects make for a unique and highly engaging soundtrack.

Character and weapon skins unlocked by level progression.
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Title: Bunny Madness Anarchy
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
MeepHead LLC
Publisher:
MeepHead LLC
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8 or 10

Processor: Intel(R) Core(™) i3-4170 CPU @ 3.70GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English
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Firstly I just want you to note that this was free to me.
So...yeah. It looks ugly and that wouldn't be the easiest thing to fix. The weapons handle okay-ish but the recoil and ADS is
inconsistent. Using a sniper is just a no-no at this point.
What do I like about it? The movement system. It's clear that they've gone and tried to use the movement system from
something like Advanced Warfare/Titalfall and I kinda like it. You can get around the map pretty fast and get to some nice
vantage points.

This game isn't a genre changer. It's not amazing or anything. I'd say it's kinda below average at this point but..screw it. I had a
game, lasted 10 minutes and it was decent enough. I've played worse.
Also it was free. :P. Well, apparently no one is playing the game currently. It could be fun though, just wish more players come
in the next days\/weeks.. A wonderful educational experience with a 100% guarantee of 'hnnnggggghhh'

The writing of the characters is well done and the mix between Japanese events, traditions and holidays, along with how the
characters go about explaining\/celebrating them was handled quite well. The romance elements were nice and subtle to where it
didn't feel like some over dramatized fantasy world and more like a natural group of friends. Although I must agree with some of
the other reviews, your character, Brian, does go a bit overboard from time to time; I've found myself on more than a few
occasions going 'Come on man, get it together!'

All said, this has a strong recommendation from me if you need something to casually pass time and want to learn some new things
about Japan!. A bigger spawnkill-fest than all CoDs combined.. Well, it's Crashday... if you don't know it yet, watch the videos
above. It's a Derby destruction game with softbodies, missiles and mini guns, tuning and a chessboard oriented map editor. The
modding community is alreayflooding the workshop with content and... oh yeah, it's from 2006.

In case you actually know this game from back then, here is what they changed:
-Redone Multiplayer based on steam
-"pickups" like ammo, boost and repair
-Controller support (even in menus) and adjustment
-Graphics (don't expect too much), but it's all in he right places
-The career difficulty is kicking butts now and it's localized in English
-The gui was updated
-Launcher with Modloader

Overall that's it. That and the Steam Workshop implementation.

I wish they would have given us a look around option, the right stick has no use and they could have given us a few more options in
the editor, simply reducing hardware based limitations.

They ask you to pay 12 bucks for it and for me and my nostalgia glasses there's no debate, but for anyone, I think it's a fair and
reasonable price. Sure it's old, but this game lives! And do you know why? Because their fanbase rocked on for a decade and their
original Creators put all their dedication and love into this and they still do after almost 20 years since they started programming it!
So... Hell yeah, it's worth it! Join in on the action and blow S,H1T up!. When I first started playing Sojourner, I was expecting a
fairly typical jRPG made from RPG Maker. Instead I got a rather charming and earnest RPG with humorous writing, good
gameplay depth, and a fair difficulty pace for newcomers and jRPG veterans alike. It's hard to believe the game was made by one
man for the most part, and it turns out he's a really nice guy as well!

I even listened to him on some indie spotlight podcast or something, and Mr. Squirrel was quite inspiring. Maybe I'll try my own
hand at making an RPG Maker game some day because of him.
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The only real complaint I have is that a few of the enemy sprites look a bit odd for some reason, but doesn't matter much compared
to how well written the game is.

The game is good, probably better than Mother 3. (says someone who's never played Mother 3). I have played "Red Storm Rising"
since you started it with a dos prompt. I still have it... and by 'it' I mean the actual 3.5" disk. It wasn't a 'submarine simulation' like
we got later on, a myriad of micromanagement options confounded by a million keybinds. It was a CAPTAIN SIMULATOR that
put you in the control room barking commands, not at every individual station trying to crew the whole boat at once. It was more
about managing information and making solid tactical choices rather than telling crew members when and in which bunk to sleep
(looking at you SH3). It also captured Pact naval tactics very well at a time when the wrong person could get a "9mm brain
hemorrhage" for talking too much about them.
Cold Waters captures that perfectly from what I've seen so far. You are not expected to run from station to station, trying to crew
the entire ship yourself. Your navigator keeps you updated on course and speed. You XO's fire control team works out your TMAs.
Your sonarman will identify contacts. You are the 'Old Man'; your job is 'fight the boat' in such a way that you get it and a hundred-
odd souls back to Holy Loch... while costing the US taxpayers a fortune in expended ordinance and as little as possible in repairs.
It isn't nearly as easy as that statement makes it sound. The AI is good, and their equipment is better the later you take them on.
You've got a decent advantage early on as far as sensors go; the Sovs are using equipment a generation behind you, and it shows.
Especially for surface ships, their first warning is - like as not - when your weapons hit. They are, however, ruthless in prosecution
and you might pay dearly for that kill. Later, you get a larger variety of weapons and decoys; on the other hand, the Sovs start
getting better technology into their fleet and they are much harder to spoof. Soviet subs are also a boogaboo, especially some of the
easy-to-underestimate late-game SS's. Nukes make noise (especially the Alfa, it's as quiet as a Mardi Gras parade). They have
pumps, turbines, etc. A Tango milling about at steerageway is the antithesis of noise, and a Kilo doing the same is literally 'a hole in
the water.' It would be a shame to die to a cheap commie diesel boat - so get ready, because you WILL be ashamed of yourself...
probably several times.

This game is worth it at full price - especially if they make it highly moddable. Workshop content in this game has the potential to
make it into a virtual masterpiece of naval wargaming, simulating every post-WWII submarine class on earth.

Also, the Devs have mentioned the possibility of a Sov campaign... so here's to sneaking up on NATO convoys in a Tango, or trying
to creap up on the US coast in a Juliett to park a nuke on top some imperiallsts!
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Wow, true art, brings out the best in people, I loved it from the start, the way it lets you express your feelings via colours is just
a pure artform, I am so happy I had a friend like Gibbo to "provide" me with some of the money to buy this game, and also with
the knowledge and understanding of colours, tho I am not great with colours. Thanks... Friend. The game gameplay wise, gets a
9\/10, storyline gets 9\/10, and wow, the graphics... Pure pure, art all the way, the graphics will get a 10\/10, with it's cutting
edge game engine, it can provide with a beautiful colours and graphical view. Thanks, the devs, I love you.. This game feels like
an asset flip of Legend of Grimrock. it feels and plays like a bootleg version of it. the monster and attack sounds are copied.
mechanics are copied and watered down. the style of the maps and everything is just a trash tier copy of legend of grimrock.
just play legend of grimrock instead of this.. It's a good adventure game. Maybe not one of the best ever made, but certainly one
to recommend.
They did get the whole noir ambiance in there nicely. And the story's okay.. Amazing game, very easy to see the love, care, and
dedication put into the game.. Its a inspiration background stories from the best cs go players and really makes you feel you can
do better and better:). It's unfinished, but there is a lot of potential here. This VR game is like the job similator of room escapes,
at least it tries to mimic job simulator in terms of the style of art and it's lightheartedness. However, there is no story (which isn't
the end of the world considering it's a room escape), and there are currently only 2 very short escape rooms (hopefully more are
coming). My personal opinion is that people should take a wait and see approach. It's kind of an interseting demo at the
moment, but If the developers add more content then I think it is a definite buy.. This is such a great game. I am so happy this
game exists.
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